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Gyrocopter Drop: Producing Rotary Motion 
Students will work in teams to understand the production of rotary motion by dropping different gyrocopters from 
varying heights. 
 

LESSON PLAN 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 
The students will: 
•   Construct gyrocopters following all instructions 
•   Demonstrate rotary motion using the gyrocopters 
•   Investigate how changing variables of blade orientation,      

blade length, and mass distribution affect rotary motion 
•   Make and record observations 
•   Determine the relationship existing between torque arm 

length & torque and between mass distribution &  
rotational inertia 

•   Explain why blade orientation determines whether applied 
torque will be clockwise or counterclockwise 

 
Purpose: 
 
This class is designed for students to work in teams of three 
to use self-made gyrocopters to examine the production of 
rotary motion. Students will be instructed to experiment with 
different gyrocopter construction materials, blade orientations, 
blade lengths and mass distributions in order to determine how 
such variations effect torque (both clockwise and 
counterclockwise) and rotational inertia. 
 
Introduction: 
 
A gyrocopter is a simple device that, like a helicopter, operates 
using rotary motion. Helicopter rotors are, essentially, rotating 
wings. Rotary motion is defined as the spinning motion of a 
body about an internal axis. Newton’s laws govern all forms of 
motion, including rotary. Newton’s second law informs us that 
an object accelerates linearly (in as straight line) as a result of 
an applied force. If applied forces produce linear motion, what 
produces rotary motion? Torque is said to be to rotary motion 
what force is to linear motion. Commonly, torque is defined as 
the product of an applied force and the length of its torque arm, 
that is, the distance between the point of force application and 
the point of rotation or the spin axis.  

Grade Level:   9 – 12   
 
Ohio Learning Standards/Science (2018) 
 
Expectations for Learning 
Nature of Science 
 
High School Physical Science:  
 
PS.FM.1: Motion 
PS.FM.2: Forces 
PS.FM.3: Dynamics 
 
High School Physics:  
 
P.M.2: Problem Solving 
P.M.3: Projectile Motion 
P.F.1: Newton’s laws 
P.F.2: Gravitational force 
P.F.5: Air Resistance and drag 
P.F.6: Forces in two dimensions  
 
Ohio Learning Standards/Mathematics (2017) 
Algebra 
A.CED.4: Rearrange formulas 
A.REI.1: Explain solution process 
A.REI.2: Solve simple rational & radical 
equations 
 
 
Materials Required: 
 
•  Gyrocopter template/pattern (see page 6) 
•  Pencil 
•  Paper 
•  Paper clips (for added weight) 
•  Scissors 
•  Meter sticks 
•  Construction materials such as construction paper,     

typing paper, poster board, paper bags, lightweight 
vinyl or plastic, etc. 

 
 
 

http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=8
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=222
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=223
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=223
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=331
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=332
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=336
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=336
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=337
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Science/Ohios-Learning-Standards-and-MC/SciFinalStandardsMC060719.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=337
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Mathematics/Ohio-s-Learning-Standards-in-Mathematics/MATH-Standards-2017.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Mathematics/Ohio-s-Learning-Standards-in-Mathematics/MATH-Standards-2017.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=69
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Mathematics/Ohio-s-Learning-Standards-in-Mathematics/MATH-Standards-2017.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=70
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Mathematics/Ohio-s-Learning-Standards-in-Mathematics/MATH-Standards-2017.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US#page=70
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Therefore, any object that rotates or spins does so due to an applied torque. It is easy to observe that 
rotary motion can occur in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. As a result, torque is also 
designated as clockwise or counterclockwise. Newton’s first law must also be considered when 
examining rotary motion. The first law implies that all objects possess inertia, which is defined as a 
resistance to a change in motion or position by an object. Inertia is directly related to mass, meaning that 
the more massive the object is, the greater the inertia it possesses. From this relationship, we know that 
objects with greater inertia require greater forces to be applied in order to change their states of motion or 
position linearly. When considering rotary motion, objects with the ability to spin possess rotational 
inertia. Rotational inertia not only depends upon the total mass of the object but also the distribution of 
the mass within or upon the object. Therefore, the greater the rotational inertia, the more torque must be 
produced to change the object’s rotation. 
 
Procedure:  
 
A. Warm-up 

 
1. Review Newton’s three laws of motion. 

 
2. Discuss rotary motion in terms of torque and rotational inertia. 

 
3.   Review the job of each member of the group: Pilot, Measurer, and Recorder. 

 
B. Activity I 

 
1. Choose a construction material from those provided. 

 
2.   Construct three gyrocopters from the same material using the master pattern sheet, but 

 vary the blade length for each gyrocopter. 
 

- Cut on the solid black lines. 
- Fold on the dotted line at “A” so the fold does not cover the name. 
- Fold on the dotted line at “B” so the fold does not cover the name. 
- Fold on the dotted line at “C” so the fold does not cover the name. 
- Fold on the dotted line at “D” so the fold does not cover the name, and fold on the 
dotted line at “E” so the fold covers the name. 
- Bring the two “wings” up so they are perpendicular to the ABC section 

 
C. Activity II 
 

1. Fly each gyrocopter by releasing it from overhead. 
 

2. For each gyrocopter, observe the direction of spin. 
 

3. Record spin direction on the Flight Data Log. 
 

4.   Switch blade orientation and observe and record resulting changes in the rotary motion of 
             the gyrocopter. 
 

5. Repeat steps 1 – 4 for each gyrocopter. 
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6. Measure and record the blade lengths of all three gyrocopters in centimeters. 
 

7.   Compare and contrast the rotary motion of all three and record your observations. 
 

8.   Using the first gyrocopter constructed, vary mass distribution along the blades and 
             rotational axis by adding more paper clips. Conduct at least three variations. 
 

9.   Repeat this step with the other two gyrocopters. 
 

10.   Compare and contrast the rotary motion when more weight is added, and record your 
             observations. 
 
 
D. Wrap-up 
 

1. Analyze all recorded observations and collect data. 
 

2. Discuss and compare results with other lab groups. 
 

3. Write a conclusion based on the analysis of your results. Within your conclusion explain 
             the relationship you observed to exist between blade length and torque and mass 
             distribution and torque. 
 
 
Assessment/Evaluation:  
 
Students will be evaluated on the accuracy of observations, collection and organization of data, 
and conclusion responses. 
 
 
Extension:  
 
Choose two different construction materials and construct two additional gyrocopters the same 
size as the first. Repeat the experiment.  
 
Record, compare, and contrast the rotary motion of these three different gyrocopters.  
 
 
Resources: 
 
Newton’s three laws of motion: 
https://www1.grc.nasa.gov/beginners-guide-to-aeronautics/newtons-laws-of-motion/ 
 
Rotary motion: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/rotary-motion 
 
Torque: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/torque-angular-momentum/torque-tutorial/a/torque 
 
 
 

https://www1.grc.nasa.gov/beginners-guide-to-aeronautics/newtons-laws-of-motion/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/rotary-motion
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/torque-angular-momentum/torque-tutorial/a/torque
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Rotational inertia: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/torque-angular-momentum/torque-tutorial/a/rotational-
inertia 
 
Gyrocopters: 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/science_explorer/roto-copter.html 
 
  

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/torque-angular-momentum/torque-tutorial/a/rotational-inertia
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/torque-angular-momentum/torque-tutorial/a/rotational-inertia
https://www.exploratorium.edu/science_explorer/roto-copter.html
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